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Summer intensive

Welcoming students since 2007, Metàfora’s 
annual Summer Intensive in Art Therapy 
course is unique. Attracting participants from 
a diverse array of backgrounds, our students 
arrive with varying levels of experience: qual-
ified therapists interested in exploring the ap-
proach that we offer,  individuals wishing to 
prepare to apply for a Master’s programme in 
Art Psychotherapy, those purely seeking an 
initial experience of the discipline, and any-
one in between. This mix of perspectives pro-
motes a particularly rich learning experience.

This amazing inspiring and educational 
course takes place during the last two weeks 
of July.

Objetives
This course is intended both for people who are considering Art Therapy as a career, and want to train as 
an Art Therapist, as well as for any qualified therapists or those see king initial experience in the discipline.

This course offers an opportunity to gain a deeper understanding of Art Therapy with different client groups, 
as all speakers are experienced Art Therapists presenting clinical work from their own art therapy practice. It 
also has an experiential element, as Art Therapy workshops are also included.
 
A certificate of attendance will be awarded on completion. Though this will not automatically ensure entry 
to the professional training that we provide,  the certificate will significantly strengthen any application to 
undertake further training.

Requirements
No previous formal experience or education in art-making or Art Therapy is required, but it is crucial to be 
prepared to take a hands-on approach to the creative process and all other activities.

The Summer Intensive is one of our multiple Foundation courses in Art therapy. These prepare for access into 
our Postgraduate Diploma in Art Therapy, which is part of our three-year training program.



Course Content
Presentations

Theoretical and clinical work

Every morning, we make a brief presentation of the day’s schedule, as well as recommending practical activities 
for our students, including cultural proposals such as programmed activities in museums and restaurants. We 
encourage participants to take advantage of these general assemblies as, apart from providing an overview 
of the day’s schedule, they are is a key opportunity to get to know each other.

After the presentations, we have theory lectures/seminars. 

These classes explore the history of Art Therapy and the main theoretical ideas, as well as describe the 
different forms of Art Therapy, its intervention levels, and its practical uses in education and practice clinic.
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Workshops

Experiential group

Our daily workshops form one of the most important 
aspects of the program, as they provide a platform 
on which to combine both the theoretical and general 
art-based processes. Every day we have a variety 
of workshops taking place simultaneously. Each 
workshop lasts for three hours, some spanning two 
days in order to -allow for a more in-depth exploration 
of ideas.

Our team is comprised of qualified teachers, each 
with years of experience in their various fields. Many 
of them work in specific locations, including special 
schools, hospitals, and mental health centres 
focusing on issues such as Parkinson’s and cancer 
treatment.

The Experiential group (training group), which takes place daily, is the essence of Art Therapy. Consisting 
of a reduced number of students, it is a practical class that facilitates personal discovery through our own 
individual experiences. It pushes us to address the question “What is Art Therapy?”, and to witness how the 
group’s dynamic influences the images that come from within.

The Experiential group forms part of the foundation of all training in Art Therapy. Our methodology is based on 
specific ideas about the dynamics of groups in which art is used as a tool. As this type of group is similar to a 
therapy group, this allows the student to experience this aspect of an Art Therapy career from the participant’s 
perspective.

This part of the course is particularly important for any students who already lead art workshops with people 
with special needs, etc, as well as for those who are considering Art Therapy as a career. This class combines 
art-making and debate in order to encourage students to express themselves fully. 

The summer art therapy course is a great introduction into 
the world of art therapy, it paves the way for exploration and 
understanding. The course gives an insight into the different 
fields of art therapy and is a great way to have fun whilst learning 
and getting to know interesting and diverse people from all over 
the world.

Clara Fantoni, London
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Large group: “Trencadís”

The blog

Lunch and breaks

Every year, we draw the course to a close with our 
most beautiful activity, which involves the entire 
community of students and teachers. Guided by a 
psychotherapy expert, we aim to explore all possible 
aspects of Art Therapy in a large group.

In this final discussion, Metàfora takes an 
intermediary role. This communication serves as a 
reference to and summary of the on-going group 
work throughout the course, as well as a farewell to 
friends and a celebration of the close of one more 
year of the Summer Intensive course.

The course blog helps the students and their friends 
and families to keep track of what is going on during 
the Summer Intensive. We use this platform to share 
pictures, personal experiences, opinions, thoughts, 
and useful content,  in addition to providing a way for 
former students to reminisce on their participation in 
previous years.

Break time provides the best opportunity for students 
to interact and network. We offer an affordable but 
delicious vegetarian menu during the whole course. 
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Exhibitions

Schedule 

Premises 

Barcelona

Metàfora has a space reserved especially for presenting 
the produced artworks from each workshop. This space 
is only open to participants of the Summer Intensive.

The Summer Intensive runs during the last two 
weeks of July, when Barcelona is overflowing with 
numerous cultural activities and summer events 
such as music festivals . The city also boasts a long 
beach and a huge variety of bars and roof terraces 
to discover. This year’s edition runs from the 17th to 
27th July.

Metàfora is housed in an ambient old warehouse, 
well-known for its high ceilings and large spaces. 
The school has three wonderful patios, abundant in 
plants and home to a peaceful turtle pond. 

Students use these amazing spaces for coffee 
breaks, lunch, or just to socialise with colleagues.

We also have a range of facilities, including a kitchen 
with a microwave and other kitchenware and Wi-Fi 
coverage throughout the whole school.

As a city, Barcelona is blessed with one of the 
highest standards of living in the world. The climate, 
gastronomy, lifestyle and cultural events add up to a 
true Mediterranean experience.

Barcelona is home to a large number of art institutions 
and, as a part of this rich ecosystem, Metàfora 
provides a perfect meeting place for international 
students and artists.

Our intention is to offer our students a working 
environment in which the relationships between the 
city itself and Metàfora’s students and collaborators 
add up to a unique experience.

The sea and mountains make the city an easy 
breathing space for people with different concerns 
and agendas: an oasis of sun and tourism at the 
same time as a place for alternative happenings, 
underground movements and intellectual events.

This is a life changing experience. I recommend it to everybody 
who wants to make a change in her/his career.

George Smith, Ireland
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Registration

Reserving your place on the course:
If you are interested in participating in the Summer Intensive course, all you need to do is fill out and return 
the application form and pay the reservation fee.

Payment can be made through our website with credit/debit card, at the office (in cash or credit/debit card), 
or by bank transfer.

Bank details for transfer:
Bank name: La Caixa
Bank address: C/ Joan Güell 26, 08028 Barcelona, España
Account holder: Metàfora, Centre d’Estudis S.L
IBAN: ES21 2100 5425 7502 0006 7910
SWIFT: CAIXESBBXXX

Enrollment: Once we receive the application form and the reservation fee, an enrollment letter and receipt 
will be sent to the student. The remaining fees must to be paid 7 days prior to the start of the course. All 
charges relating to international transfers are charged to the sender.

Postponing the start of the course: If the student is unable to attend the course to which s/he has enrolled, 
the amount paid as pre -registration remains valid for a maximum of 12 months. During this period, the 
student can sign up for new editions of the same course, subject to availability.

To cancel attendance and defer course start, the student must notify Metàfora in writing at least 6 weeks 
before the start of the course for which s/he originally signed up.

*More information about Metàfora’s payments condition on the application form.

Great unique experience, I felt like I went through a journey of 
art therapy by attending the intensive international art therapy 
workshop.

Hanaa Mcdady, Jordan

Reservation before 30th April

RESERVATION FEE: 180 €
REMAINING FEES: 620 € 

RESERVATION FEE: 180 €
REMAINING FEES: 700 € 

Reservation after 30th April

800 € 880 €
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www.metafora.org
admin@metafora.org

Papin 29
08028 Barcelona
+34 933 300 089


